Whirlpool Ridge
June 6, 2015
It was a great day to hit the mountains. Last one on scene was the trip
coordinator. That’s what happens when you don’t have all you gear packed
correctly the night before.
I found the group to be very forgiving…so we quickly divided up seatbelts
and headed for Whiplpool Ridge. Left Tim’s at 6:45 A.M. and arrived at the trailhead at 9:10
A.M.
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The objective was the southern end of the ridge. To save time
on the boring forestry access road, we cut a line through an old
fire burn. It was a great idea, and I’d recommend that to
anyone going on this hike. We flagged our route going in
which made for an easy exit back to the vehicles.

Nothing but blue skies for the
hiking train. After coming out of
the burn, we hit the road for a
short distance and then gained
the ridge.

After we left the trees, there was
no place to hide from the warm
wind and sun. Close to half way to
the destinatin, we needed a shot.

From here, the
trail undulates;
the elevation is
gained over a
long periond of
time; as you can
see in the
background.

The hardest part of the climb begins right before you angle up the slabs to gain the south end of
the ridge. The trail was so busy with other hikers, I thought we were on a climb in K Country or
in Banff. Unusal for this area; maybe our secret spot along highway 11 is being found out.
Lunch couldn’t come soon enough. We decide, after
looking at the
last section of
the climb, that
it was best to
leave the
ridge summit
for another
day.

After finding a comfortable spot on
the rock steps we enjoyed the
views. What a perfect spot to
enjoy the afternoon.

…but it was time to head down. The “summit”
shot was needed to be taken, and a few km. of
dusty, hot trail needed to be decendeed.

Lisa, Dan, Trish, Rob, Pat, Tamara, Wanda, Stephan,
Nirmal…and me, Last Minute Lakey.

“Jumping from boulder to
boulder and never falling,
with a heavy pack, is
easier than it sounds; you
just can't fall when you get into the rhythm of the
dance.”
Jack Kerouac

